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To the Editor,

W
e read the award-winning

paper by Ollivier and col-

leagues [5] with great

interest. In their study, the authors

concluded that patient-specific instru-

mentation (PSI) failed to deliver any

clinical benefit in medial

unicompartmental knee arthroplasty

(UKA). We applaud their well-de-

signed study, but offer an alternative

interpretation of the results.

Prosthesis alignment was equally

good in both the PSI and conventional

instrumentation arms, leading the

authors to conclude that ‘‘PSI does not

provide better component positioning

accuracy in frontal or sagittal planes’’

and that ‘‘PSI in UKA does not confer

any substantial advantage in function

after UKA’’ [5]. However, the two

operating surgeons in this study per-

form more than 200 medial UKAs per

year. We prefer the conclusion that PSI

reliably replicates the radiological and

functional results of expert surgeons.

UKA is a demanding procedure,

requiring skill and experience to gauge

device placement and soft tissue ten-

sion, with the best results coming from

higher volume surgeons [2, 4, 6].

Indeed, the authors of this study have

been performing UKA for more than 20

years [1]. PSI places different demands

upon the surgeon compared to conven-

tional UKA: A three-dimensional plan

has to be made, approved, and then

carried out. In our experience, the

impact of planning surgery and then

using technology to achieve that plan

enables the inexperienced surgeon to

achieve results that are comparablewith

an expert in other fields of arthroplasty

[3]. Ollivier and colleagues [5] have

confirmed this observation for UKA,

albeit only in expert hands. The real

challenge for this promising technology

comes from its application in non-ex-

pert hands: PSI will show its real value

when it makes the low-volume surgeon

as good as the senior authors of this

paper. That study should also win

prizes.
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